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ASX QUARTERLY RELEASE 

Fourth Quarter Report 2022  
FOR THE THREE MONTHS ENDING 31 DECEMBER 2022  
 
 

OZL Metal Production 
& Costs Units Q4 

2021 
Q1 

2022 
Q2 

2022 
Q3 

2022 
Q4 

2022 
FY 

2022 
FY 2022  

Guidance 
FY 2023  

Guidance 

Total Copper  Tonnes 32,169 30,322 27,423 30,012 36,307 124,065 120,000-
135,000 

120,000-
143,000 

Total Gold  Ounces 58,306 48,773 51,184 56,334 54,856 211,147 203,000-
220,000 

191,000-
213,000 

All-in Sustaining Costs  US cents/lb 159.6 174.4 210.0 190.4 186.7 189.7 175-195 187-207 
C1 Cash Costs  US cents/lb 90.9 118.1 142.8 129.5 130.5 130.0 120-135 133-153 

 
 

Strong Q4 production improvement; Annual Group production and cost guidance achieved 
 

• Revised 2022 group copper production and costs guidance met; gold production within original guidance  
o Prominent Hill copper guidance met for an eighth successive year 
o FY Revenue of $1.9 billion (unaudited) 
o Q4 highest group quarterly copper production on record 

• Growth projects advanced: 
o West Musgrave construction commenced; MHP study confirms the technical and potential commercial 

opportunity of producing a high quality and high grade MHP 
o Prominent Hill shaft pre-sink completed; production ramp up extended to H2 2025 
o Carrapateena cave breakthrough 
o Kalkaroo exploration drilling commenced 

• Entered into a Scheme Implementation Deed with BHP under which it is proposed that BHP would acquire 100% of 
the shares in OZL by way of a scheme arrangement for a cash price of A$28.25 per OZL share 

• Focus for 2023 is on safe delivery of operational and growth plans, continuing exploration activities to build our 
organic growth pipeline, implementing our decarbonisation roadmap, strengthening our culture and moving 
towards realising our Strategic Aspirations  
 

“A strong final quarter saw a 21 per cent lift in copper production, quarter on quarter, resulting in group production and 
cost guidance (revised mid-year) being met and creating positive momentum into 2023. Prominent Hill met its original 
copper guidance for the eighth consecutive year, confirming its reputation as a consistent reliable operation. Pedra Branca 
mine ramped up to full production ahead of schedule. 

“We were pleased with how the team reset and recalibrated performance to end the year on a strong note after a challenging 
first half impacted by adverse weather, COVID-19 absenteeism, supply chain disruption and inflationary pressure. The 
December quarter of 36,307 tonnes of copper is the highest group copper production on record.  

“We also realised a milestone in our growth strategy with the West Musgrave copper nickel project in Western Australia 
approved in September 2022 and now in construction. The expansions at both Prominent Hill and Carrapateena are well 
underway notwithstanding some schedule impact, largely due to COVID-19 resourcing reducing expected decline 
development metres, which will see the Prominent Hill Wirra shaft now ramp up to full production towards the end of 2025 
rather than during the first half of 2025 as initially planned.  
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“We added a potential new project to our growth pipeline in Q3, securing an option to acquire the Kalkaroo copper project 
in South Australia pending the outcome of a high level study and drilling campaign which began during the final quarter. 

“We also exercised the earn-in option from Vale on the Santa Lúcia copper project, a potential second satellite mine for our 
Carajás East hub in Brazil. A pre-feasibility study is nearing completion and discussions are well progressed with the Brazil 
National Economic Development Bank (BNDES) regarding the acquisition of its 50% interest in the project. 

“During the final quarter BHP increased its proposed offer price for OZ Minerals following the Board’s rejection of an initial 
$25.00 per share offer in August. On 22 December we entered into a Scheme Implementation Deed with BHP which 
confirmed BHP’s agreement to pay $28.25 per share to acquire 100 per cent of OZ Minerals by way of a scheme of 
arrangement subject to satisfaction or waiver of customary conditions. OZ Minerals Directors unanimously recommend 
shareholders vote in favour of the scheme pending the Independent Expert concluding, and continuing to conclude, that 
the scheme is in the best interests of shareholders and absent a superior proposal. We are now progressing the Scheme 
Booklet which will include the Independent Experts report. The Scheme Booklet is expected to be sent to shareholders in 
early March 2023 with the shareholder vote expected to be held in early April 2023. 

 

2022 Highlights 

“At Prominent Hill, we have progressed construction of the Wira Shaft mine expansion with the shaft pre-sink completed 
in December. Resources were redirected during the year to production over development to counter the impacts of the 
challenging first half, which will now see the production ramp up from the shaft move from the first half of 2025 to the 
second half of 2025. The expansion project will further extend Prominent Hill’s life of mine and during the year project 
optimisation work led to increasing the shaft’s capacity from 6Mtpa to 6.5Mtpa. The increased capacity will provide us with 
optionality to increase annual production rates.  

“The Carrapateena cave safely breaking through to surface marked a significant milestone for the mine and an important 
de-risking event for ongoing operations. Now that the cave has broken through to the surface, mine planning can be 
optimised for production rather than prioritising the development of the cave through to surface, which has been the primary 
focus over the first two years of the mine’s life. The underground Block Cave decline development has continued to advance 
with the decline now over 1km vertically below the surface. Crusher 2, which will enable increased operational and cost 
efficiencies for the Sub Level Cave, is now expected to be commissioned in Q4 2023 as flagged in the Q3 production report.  

“In Carajás East, Pedra Branca delivered strong operational performance with the mine ramping up ahead of schedule and 
multiple stopes now consistently in production as the capability of our underground operators grows. Exploration efforts 
continued to focus on satellite opportunities while study work on Santa Lúcia, a potential additional satellite mine for the 
Carajás East hub, is nearing completion.  

“We commenced construction on the West Musgrave Project following a positive Final Investment Decision and 
demonstrated the technical and potential commercial opportunity of producing a high quality and high-grade Mixed 
Hydroxide Precipitate product for feed into the battery industry. The West Musgrave Project represents the modern miner 
we aspire to be, with its renewable credentials and innovative ways of rethinking how we do mining. The final investment 
approval for the project assumed that the Living Hub modern accommodation and lifestyle facilities were to be delivered, 
owned and operated by a third-party provider. After further engagement with potential suppliers during the December 
quarter, the Living Hub is now expected to be delivered under a design and construct model requiring ~$110 million capital 
funding, to be initially sourced from project contingency, which will be reassessed as the project progresses, with the 
potential to increase contingency up to the amount of the Living Hub if required in future. The change in contracting strategy 
will result in a reduction to operating costs for the project of circa $170 million over 10 years. 
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“Study and site works are underway on the Kalkaroo Project following Havilah shareholders voting at the end of August to 
approve granting OZ Minerals the option to acquire the development. Kalkaroo, located in South Australia near Broken Hill, 
has the potential to be a scalable, low-cost, long-life asset with province potential. OZ Minerals can decide whether to 
exercise the option to acquire Kalkaroo within an 18-month study period. 

 

Focus for 2023 

“In 2023 our focus will be on: 

• safely delivering our operation and growth targets by: 
o ensuring safe and reliable operational performance 
o enhancing cost control 
o delivering our major brownfields expansion projects at Prominent Hill and Carrapateena 
o constructing the West Musgrave mine  
o continuing the Kalkaroo assessment work and taking Santa Lúcia through to an investment decision 

• continuing to invest in decarbonisation  
• continuing our exploration activities 
• strengthening our culture and moving towards realising our Strategic Aspirations 
• advocating for a sustained focus on stakeholder value through the remaining BHP transaction process milestones. 

 

“We have also provided 2023 guidance which will see Group production broadly in line with 2022 with improving production 
at Carrapateena and the Carajás East being offset with lower production at Prominent Hill due to the processing of lower 
grade stockpiles compared to 2022. As we continue to invest in our strong growth pipeline we will see a higher level of 
growth capital in 2023. Group All-in Sustaining Costs are expected to increase compared to 2022 primarily driven by the full 
year effect of cost inflation, a stronger Australian Dollar assumption and higher electricity cost assumptions at our Australian 
assets which have recently come off longer-term contracts and are now operating under market rates and subject to 
potential electricity price volatility.” 

 

  

Andrew Cole, Managing Director and CEO 
30 January 2023
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Notes: 1. West Musgrave includes the Succoth deposit (156Mt @ 0.6% Cu Mineral Resource); 2. Havilah shareholder approval was obtained to grant OZ Minerals the option to acquire the Kalkaroo Project on 31 August 2022. See ASX 
release entitled “Havilah Shareholders approve Kalkaroo Option” dated 31 August 2022; 3. Kalkaroo Resource and Reserve metrics taken from Havilah Resources’ ASX release, “Annual Report to Shareholders” dated 26 October 2021; 4. 
Kalkaroo production metrics taken from Havilah Resources’ ASX release, “Positive Kalkaroo PFS Supports Large Scale Copper Project” dated 18 June 2019; 5. Carajás Province includes the Santa Lúcia deposit (5.8Mt @ 2.1% Cu, 0.35g/t 
Au Mineral Resource). 
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STAKEHOLDER VALUE CREATION  

BHP Scheme Implementation Deed 

On 22 December 2022, OZ Minerals (OZL) entered into a Scheme Implementation Deed (SID) with BHP Lonsdale Investments 
Pty Ltd (BHP), a wholly owned subsidiary of BHP Group Limited, under which BHP has agreed to acquire 100 per cent of the 
shares in OZL through a scheme of arrangement (Scheme) for a cash price of A$28.25 per OZL share. The SID sets out the 
terms on which the parties agree to implement the Scheme. The implementation of the Scheme is subject to satisfaction of 
certain conditions including OZL shareholder approval and court approval. The OZL Board has unanimously recommended 
that OZL shareholders vote in favour of the Scheme in the absence of a superior proposal and subject to an independent 
expert concluding (and continuing to conclude) that the Scheme is in the best interests of OZL shareholders. 

Under the terms of the SID, OZL may pay fully franked dividends of up to $1.75 cash per OZL share which would have up to 
$0.75 of franking credits attached per share for shareholders eligible to use them. The cash amount of any such dividend will 
reduce the consideration payable by BHP under the Scheme. In this respect if OZL pays a dividend of $1.75 per share, OZL 
shareholders registered on the record dates for the scheme and the dividend will be paid $1.75 per share from OZL as a 
dividend and $26.50 per share from BHP under the Scheme for a total cash payment of $28.25 per share. OZ Minerals expects 
to provide further information about the amount of the dividend it intends to pay in connection with the Scheme at the time 
it releases its FY22 results.  

Safety Performance 

Rolling total recordable injury frequency (TRIF) per million hours worked for the quarter was 6.89. Significant ongoing focus 
continued during the quarter to drive improvements in safety performance. Building off the companywide Safety Stop in Q3 
additional activities during Q4 included commencement of a senior leader safety program, development and resourcing of 
safety improvement programs at each asset and completion of an external review of our critical risk management program 
with improvement action plans in development.  

  

Figure 1: OZ Minerals Rolling TRIF1 

 
1 As previously advised, some injuries in prior periods have been reclassified resulting in an update to the historic rolling TRIF results, including the previously reported 2021 annual outcome of 
4.30 (previously reported as 3.77). The adjustment to 2021 TRIF does not impact 2021 Executive remuneration outcomes as the safety component for 2021 Short Term Incentives was already 

reduced to zero. 
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       Figure 2: Capital Management 

The company’s capital allocation process is centred on achieving long term value growth across all key stakeholders, 
underpinned by strong operating cashflow delivery and appropriate liquidity levels to support the expected timing of 
investments in the company’s growth pipeline.    

 

     Figure 3: Cash utilisation Q4 20222 

 
2 Cashflow before investing includes sustaining capital expenditure 

Net 
Cash 

$(254)m 

Carrapateena      96m 
Prominent Hill     50m 
Carajas East         18m 
Total                  164m 

(A$M) 

Net 
Cash 

$(84)m 
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The net cash balance at 31 December was $(254) million (cash $137 million and debt $391 million) after investment in 
brownfields projects exploration and studies, investment at West Musgrave, and income tax payments for the year. Year-end 
shipment timing, higher underground operating costs and year end working capital adjustments resulted in a reduced 
operating cashflow for the quarter.  The $700 million corporate debt facility continues to enable working capital liquidity 
management against revenue flows whilst we invest in our major brownfield expansion projects at Carrapateena and 
Prominent Hill. In October 2022 we entered into a new $1.2 billion, 18-month syndicated term loan facility to support the 
development of the West Musgrave project. The syndicated debt facility allows the Company to maximise stakeholder value 
by commencing development of the West Musgrave Project while optimising the final funding mix (funding outcomes are 
on hold pending the outcome of the BHP transaction).  

An income tax benefit was received in the quarter following finalisation of the December 2021 income tax liability and an 
assessment of the group’s eligibility for a deduction under the temporary full expensing provisions announced in the 2021 
Federal Budget, in so far as it applies to certain assets. 

Net Revenue (unaudited) for the year was $1,921 million, an 8% decrease on the prior year primarily due to reduced sales 
volumes and weaker copper prices.  

At the end of the quarter 38,300 tonnes of copper were provisionally priced at US$8,400/tonne. 

Working capital increased by $131 million during the quarter, with an increase in trade receivables ($254 million), offset by 
an increase to trade payables ($45 million) and a reduction in concentrate inventory ($74 million) and ore inventory ($4 
million) due to timing. 

Cost Performance  

  

Figure 4: Group C1 Cash Cost 

Group C1 costs were in line with the prior quarter. C1 unit costs improved with a 21% Copper production increase 
combined with a weaker Australian Dollar and commercial and other direct costs decreasing due to reduced logistics costs 
associated with sea freight. While a number of input costs remained elevated in line with Q3 performance, rate increases 
appear to have steadied.  The increase in mining costs was attributable to a focus on production optimisation, with less 
capital development metres in the quarter, while site processing costs increased due to periodic scheduled plant 
maintenance at Prominent Hill and year end AEMO utility surcharges at Carrapateena.   

(US c/lb) 
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PROMINENT HILL PROVINCE 
For additional operating and cost statistics, please refer to Table 1 and 2 on pages 22-23 of this report.   

Metal Production & Costs Units Q4 
2021 

Q1 
2022 

Q2 
2022 

Q3 
2022 

Q4 
2022 

FY 
2022 

FY 2022  
Guidance 

Total Copper  Tonnes 13,252 11,928 13,468 12,420 17,731 55,547 55,000-
62,000 

Total Gold  Ounces 29,777 26,129 33,040 35,943 29,730 124,843 120,000-
125,000 

All-in Sustaining Costs  US cents/lb 191.6 204.5 192.1 207.0 210.7 204.0 200-215 
C1 Cash Costs  US cents/lb 84.8 138.4 107.2 119.7 146.0 129.1 130-145 

   

Figure 5: Prominent Hill production & costs   Figure 6: Prominent Hill UG ore mined and grades 

Stakeholder Value Creation: Discussions to progress a review of the Native Title Mining Agreement (NTMA) are continuing 
with Prominent Hill’s Traditional Owners, the Antakirinja Matu-Yankunytjatjara people (AMYAC) and a proposal towards the 
approach has been discussed with the AMYAC Board to seek mutual agreement on the process. Our commitment to review 
the NTMA is one of the ways we ensure we can continue to build shared value and provide positive outcomes for AMYAC 
and the AMYAC Board.  

In December an art competition was held for residents of Coober Pedy to submit artwork as part of recent camp and site 
facility upgrades. The artwork collected was related to health and well-being along with pieces that reflected the region and 
landscape of Coober Pedy and Prominent Hill. 

Operational Delivery: Underground operations delivered 1.31Mt of ore at 1.23% copper. This represents the highest 
quarterly underground ore production at Prominent Hill and a 32% increase over Q3 production. Higher production rates 
were enabled by diversity of ore sources, schedule optimisation, and strong stope performance. October saw the highest 
monthly underground ore production recorded at Prominent Hill of 440kt. Extraction of remnant ore within the Malu open 
pit continued through Q4, providing approximately 183kt of mill feed at 1.04% copper.   

Copper production guidance was achieved for the eighth consecutive year and gold production achieved the revised 
production guidance range.  
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                 Figure 7: PH stockpiles and mill throughput 

Growth, Projects and Studies: The shaft pre-sink was completed in December with equipment removed and the installation 
of the concrete plug at the bottom of the pre-sink shaft in preparation for the stage 1 raise-bore to a depth of 650m. The 
headframe sheave deck preassembly and auxiliary crane structure was completed along with the fitout of the ladderway to 
the southeast leg. Timely progress has been made on the surface and underground HV cable reticulation.  Work on the 
permanent refrigeration works advanced with the supply and installation of the switch room and erection of the compressor 
shed. The civil works for the underground vent fans were completed and the steelwork for the overhead crane structure 
progressed.   

Resources were redirected during the year to production over development to counter the impacts of the challenging first 
half, which will now see the production ramp up from the shaft move from the first half of 2025 to the second half of 2025. 

 

Figure 8 & 9: Aerial view of shaft collar and preassembly of the headframe sheave deck 

                        

Figure 10 & 11: Refrigeration compressor and overhead crane structure for the Underground Vent Fan 
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There was 2.0 Mt of ore milled for the quarter. 
Copper content in concentrate produced was 
44% with gold at 23 g/t. Plant recoveries of 88% 
for copper and 76% for gold were higher than the 
previous quarter (84% and 72% respectively) with 
the strategy to reduce mill feed to improve plant 
performance contributing to the improved 
recoveries.  
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During Q4, diamond drilling continued in the Papa, Malu and Kalaya Resource areas.  In 2023, diamond drilling activities will 
transition to delineation and grade control drilling of stoping areas to support the underground production schedule. 

 

Figure 12: Conceptual Prominent Hill Expansion Study Update Mine Layout in the Context of Prominent Hill Mineral 
Resources, Ore Reserves and Exploration Potential 

 

Exploration Potential: Drill testing of targets identified from the 2022 airborne and subsequent ground electromagnetic 
survey completed late in 2022 are planned for H1 2023.  
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 CARRAPATEENA PROVINCE 

For additional operating and cost statistics, please refer to Table 1 and 2 on pages 22-23 of this report.   

Metal Production & 
Costs Units Q4 

2021 
Q1 

2022 
Q2 

2022 
Q3 

2022 
Q4 

2022 
FY 

2022 
FY 2022 

 Guidance 

Total Copper  Tonnes 16,874 16,146 11,316 14,412 15,266 57,139 55,000 – 
61,000 

Total Gold  Ounces 26,865 21,007 16,123 17,932 22,567 77,630 75,000-
85,000 

All-in Sustaining Costs  US cents/lb 107.3 130.9 211.2 163.1 142.8 158.1 135-155 

C1 Cash Costs  US cents/lb 79.3 91.8 167.7 127.7 97.5 117.4 100-115 

   

Figure 13: Carrapateena production & costs   Figure 14: Carrapateena UG ore mined and grades 

Stakeholder Value Creation: The Global Maintenance USG Competitive Capability Project, an initiative supported by OZ 
Minerals, was completed during the quarter. The project delivered value to more than 50 businesses in the Upper Spencer 
Gulf region and has provided them with the skills and opportunity to increase their market share and improve their product 
and service offering within the industry. The project received the Community Contribution Award from the Association of 
Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC). The award recognises companies that are building partnerships that provide 
sustainable and enduring benefits to surrounding communities. 

Operational Delivery: Ore mined from underground operations was 1,020kt of ore at 1.62% copper with production of 
15,266 tonnes of copper and 22,567 ounces of gold for the quarter, an increase over Q3.  

 

Figure15: Carrapateena development metres 
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(Metres)Production commenced from the eighth Sub 
Level Cave level during the quarter. Crusher 
station 2 excavation progressed and pilot 
drilling was completed for two of the ore 
passes which will feed the crusher. Fit out of 
the three transfer chambers to support 
crusher 2 continued to progress. 
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Figure 16: Carrapateena cave breaking through to surface 

Concentrator performance exceeded the previous quarter due to increased ore supply, with a total of 1,129kt milled to 
produce 14,412t of copper in concentrate. The new regrind mill was commissioned and is providing additional regrind 
capacity supporting the production of high-quality concentrate as production rates increase. Quarterly copper and gold 
recovery was consistent with previous performance of 93% and 85% respectively.  

Concentrator throughput in the 4th quarter was 1,186k kt to produce 15,266t of copper and 22,567oz of gold in concentrate. 
Recovery for copper and gold in Q4 was in line with previous quarters at 93% and 85% respectively.  Plant runtime for the 
quarter was 93.5%, the best achieved since commissioning with improved ore availability and reduced unplanned downtime.  

In December, Carrapateena entered into a memorandum of understanding with CiDRA Minerals Processing to jointly develop 
an innovative mineral beneficiation technology at site through a collaborative Front End Engineering Design (FEED) study as 
well as deploying a demonstration plant based on CiDRA’s technology at the site. 

Growth, Projects and Studies: Stage 2 TSF works are complete, with embankment lining finalised and tailings delivery line 
and spigots complete. Preparation is under way to commence the Stage 2 deposition of tailings in Q1 2023. Substantial 
progress was made in Q4 on the Material Handling System with transfer station (TCH-003 and TCH-004) installation 
completed. The main Switch rooms for the MHS system (SWR-5200 & SWR5300) were also installed underground. 

Exploration Potential: Gravity and passive seismic surveys completed in 2022 identified new targets and drill testing of these 
commenced in Q4 2022. The first hole was completed during the quarter and drilling of two further targets will be completed 
in Q1 2023. 

 

 

 

 

 

During December, the cave propagation 
program continued, involving hydrofracturing, 
resulting in significant vertical cave growth of 
90 metres with the cave ultimately breaking 
through to surface at the end of December. 

Cave breakthrough significantly reduces the air 
blast risk underground and is a major 
milestone for Carrapateena. 
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CARAJÁS EAST PROVINCE 
For additional operating and cost statistics, please refer to Table 1 and 2 on pages 22-23 of this report.   

Metal Production & Costs Units Q4 
2021 

Q1 
2022 

Q2 
2022 

Q3 
2022 

Q4 
2022 

FY 
2022 

FY 2022  
Guidance 

Total Copper  Tonnes 2,044 2,248 2,639 3,181 3,310 11,378 10,000-
12,000 

Total Gold  Ounces 1,664 1,637 2,020 2,458 2,558 8,674 8,000-
10,000 

All-in Sustaining Costs  US cents/lb 384.9 328.1 296.8 249.3 261.6 279.5 265-275 
C1 Cash Costs  US cents/lb 227.0 199.2 217.5 176.2 199.4 197.1 185-195 

     

Figure 17: Carajás East production & Costs   Figure 18: Carajás East UG ore mined and grades 

Stakeholder Value Creation: Progress with the Terra Fértil Program continued providing technical agricultural assistance to 
small producers in the region. Engagement continued with the municipality and educators in the Curionópolis and Água Azul 
do Norte regions regarding investments in enhancing environmental, musical and athletic capability in local schools as part 
of the Local Development Agenda. Collaboration with OZ Minerals, local suppliers and the Água Azul do Norte Municipality 
helped collect and distribute over three tonnes of food for families in need during the festive season. 

Operational Delivery: Operational performance continued to improve at Pedra Branca with increased grade and recoveries 
contributing to a ~4% improvement in copper and gold produced during the quarter. A monthly copper production record 
was achieved in December with 1,334 tonnes produced. Ore sorting equipment at Pedra Branca was commissioned with 
formal trials to commence in Q1 2023.  

Growth, Projects and Studies: Acceleration plans for Santa Lúcia continued during the quarter with progress on a Mineral 
Resources update and a Pre-Feasibility Study well advanced. Environmental studies necessary for the permitting process were 
submitted to SEMAS in December. OZ Minerals’ option to purchase the project from Vale was exercised in January 2023 and 
discussions with the Brazil National Economic Development Bank (BNDES) regarding the acquisition of its 50% interest in the 
project are well progressed.  

Exploration Potential: Exploration continued within a 50km radius to the Carajás East processing hub during the quarter 
with drilling at Grota Rica, Tapuia and Valdomiro targets following geochemical and geophysical surveys.  
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Early-stage resource estimation activities were completed for Grota Rica, including infill, follow up and drill testing. The drilling 
focused on the northwest extension of the deposit and confirmed the continuity of the mineralisation for a strike length of 
+400m. Two holes were drilled to test the depth extent of mineralisation with one of them intersecting significant 
mineralisation. The second one was unsuccessful due to operational constraints. Drill testing was conducted to test local 
parallel trends around the deposits, but no significant copper mineralisation was intersected. Preliminary metallurgical test 
work, geotechnical study and a high-level mining study was also completed to support the ongoing resource estimation work 
for Grota Rica. 

Follow up drill testing at Tapuia and Valdomiro targets was completed in Q4. The program was designed to follow up the 
high-grade copper intersection returned from the discovery holes in both targets. Visually, drilling was unable to replicate 
the copper intersection obtained in the initial holes with assay results still pending. Structural interpretation and down hole 
EM surveying will be carried out which, along with assay results, will determine next steps.  

Geochemical and ground geophysical surveys, including deep penetration IP continued over high ranked targets in the 
Carajás East region to define drill targets for 2023. Potential drill targets were identified in Santa Lucia and Nova Esperança 
licences. 

Exploration and evaluation expenditure of $9.0 million was expensed as incurred. 

 

Figure 19: Key Exploration results in the Carajás East3  

 
3 See ASX release, “Carajás Exploration Update – Hub approach supported” dated 26 August 2022 
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CARAJÁS WEST PROVINCE 

Stakeholder Value Creation: Approval was granted by IPHAN (Archaeological Brazilian Agency) to commence work on 
identifying possible archaeological artefacts within the Pantera Project.  

Growth, Projects and Studies: The Pantera Mineral Resource estimate update was completed in December. Work progressed 
on the scoping study with evaluation of mining, processing, logistics, tailings disposal options assessed in addition to broader 
work understanding threats and opportunities associated with the community and environment. 

Exploration Potential: Ground geophysical survey (deep penetration IP - IMIP) completed along the structural trend of the 
Pantera deposit within the exploration licence. Several deep geophysical targets were delineated, and assessment for testing 
these targets is underway. 

Exploration and evaluation expenditure of $4.8 million was expensed as incurred. 

GURUPI PROVINCE 
Growth, Projects and Studies:  A significant milestone was met in December with the National Institute of Colonization and 
Agrarian Reform (INCRA) approving the land use concession agreement required for progressing the court injunction 
removal. The request to remove the injunction has been submitted to the court.  

Exploration Potential: A soil sampling and mapping program commenced over portions of the Jiboia Project in Q3 and was 
completed in Q4.  

Exploration and evaluation expenditure of $2.3 million was expensed as incurred. 
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MUSGRAVE PROVINCE 

Growth, Projects and Studies: Following final investment approval of the West Musgrave project in September 2022 initial 
activities have focused on the ongoing recruitment of project execution and operations readiness personnel, procurement of 
additional long lead items, execution of key contracts and critical path construction activities including expansion of site 
facilities.  

On-site activities have included commencement of the bulk earthworks program, establishing the footprint for enabling 
infrastructure such as the construction camp. Existing camp facilities have also been expanded, with camp capacity now 
beyond 150 rooms and mobilisation and placement of the modular construction camp buildings underway. In preparation 
for further expansion, additional site facilities and essential services (water, sewage etc.) are also being installed. 

The final investment approval for the project assumed that the Living Hub modern accommodation and lifestyle facilities 
were to be delivered, owned and operated by a third-party provider. After further engagement with potential suppliers during 
December the Living Hub is now expected to be delivered under a design and construct model requiring ~$110 million capital 
funding, to be initially sourced from project contingency (which will be reassessed as the project progresses), with the 
potential to increase contingency up to the amount of the Living Hub if required in future. The change in contracting strategy 
will result in a reduction to operating costs for the project of circa $170million over 10 years. 

 

Figure 20: Construction camp and services expansion (January 2023) 
 

Progress continued on the Life of Province opportunities to further understand optionality within the region (including the 
Succoth deposit) with the associated Life of Province Study on track for H1 2023. 

The study investigating the potential construction of a downstream nickel processing plant (MHP) was completed in Q4 2022.  

The study confirmed the technical and potential commercial value of producing MHP for the battery value chain through its 
higher contained metal, lower carbon footprint and favourable jurisdiction. Operation of the pilot plant confirmed the 
flowsheet was successful. A decision to proceed to Feasibility Study is to be made in parallel with the West Musgrave strategic 
partner review, with an indicative construction date for the MHP plant post first production in 2025. 
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Exploration Potential: The West Musgrave Province is a well-endowed mineral province that has seen relatively little 
exploration in the last 30 years. The province is considered by OZ Minerals to hold significant potential for new nickel and 
copper discovery. The West Musgrave deposits belong to a complex mineral terrain which contains numerous mineral 
occurrences identified by previous explorers.  

 

Figure 21: West Musgrave Project Geological Boundaries and Prospects4  

Geophysical surveying, comprising airborne electromagnetics (AEM), moving-loop electromagnetics (MLEM) and ground 
gravity was undertaken during the quarter. The AEM survey comprised 1,186 kilometres of survey lines over the West 
Musgrave prospective corridor and covered the Babel, Nebo and Succoth deposits. Both the AEM and MLEM surveys are 
seeking to identify high-value “near-mine” massive sulphide accumulations and interpretation of these results are ongoing. 
The recently completed ground gravity surveying further contributes to the understanding of the Nebo and Babel deposits 
and will inform interpretation of near-mine and regional prospects.  

Assessment of results obtained from IP surveying in early 2022 (reported in OZ Minerals’ Q2 quarterly report) have been 
ongoing through the quarter with a view to developing drill targets for future testing. This work in combination with a review 
and reinterpretation of existing geological data will contribute to focussing ongoing exploration.  

Work planning for 2023 is centred on regional exploration targeting high-value massive sulphide accumulations using MLEM.   

Project construction expenditure for Q4 on West Musgrave was $45.2 million and capitalised as incurred.  

 
4 The information is extracted from the report entitled Cassini Resources – Company Presentation RIU Explorers Conference 2018 released on 21 February 2018 and is available at 
https://www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-cash-market/historical-announcements  noting OZ Minerals acquired Cassini Resources Ltd in 2020. OZ Minerals confirms that it is not aware of 
any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the original market announcement. OZ Minerals confirms that the form and context in which the Competent 
Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified from the original market announcement.   

https://www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-cash-market/historical-announcements
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CURNAMONA PROVINCE 
Growth, Projects and Studies:  Exploration drilling commenced during the quarter after delays associated with severe 
weather events and heritage clearances. Key contracts have been awarded with an extensive core scanning program 
underway, a new resource block model produced and a number of crowd submissions for a data science challenge through 
the OZ Minerals Think & Act Differently (TAD) program. Work will continue to increase the understanding of the project and 
consider opportunities to add value to the Kalkaroo Project.  

Exploration Potential: Exploration during the 18-month option period aims to identify new resources to unlock province 
potential and maximise the potential value of the Kalkaroo deposit. Priority targets have been identified and drilling 
commenced late in Q4 2022. 

Curnamona Province expenditure for Q4 of $3.9 million was expensed as incurred. 

 

Figure 22: Kalkaroo Project and Strategic Alliance area including Havilah Area of Interest tenements 
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GLOBAL EXPLORATION AND GROWTH   

Work continued at the Yarrie project with Red Metal Ltd during the quarter to gain relevant approvals for drill testing targets. 
Pending all approvals, drill testing is scheduled for the second half of 2023.  

Four drillholes were completed at the Gulf Project with Red Metal. The project is located approximately 250km north northeast 
of Mt Isa in Western Queensland with the program targeting Iron Oxide Copper-gold breccia systems, similar to that hosting 
the large Ernest Henry deposit further to the south. The drilling targeted coincident magnetic and gravity anomalies under 
cover. All assays are expected in Q1, 2023. 

A total of 21 RC percussion holes were drilled on the Wollogorang Copper Project by Resolution Minerals. The project is 
located in the northern Territory approximately 200km east of the McArthur River Mine.  The drilling targeted a number of 
areas for evidence for sediment hosted copper deposits in the region. All assay results are expected in Q1, 2023. 

At the Peake and Denison project, approximately 150km northeast of the Prominent Hill mine, drilling was completed on the 
first three IOCG targets with Demetallica Minerals Ltd identifying copper mineralisation at both the Mawson and Wills targets.  
For further information refer to Demetallica Minerals Ltd ASX release “Encouraging Copper Results from Maiden Drilling 
Program at Peake and Dension Project, South Australia” dated 18 January 2023.  

Five projects are underway in Sweden in partnership with Mineral Prospektering I Sverige AB. At the Skellefte, Rockliden, 
Sadjem Dokkas and Painirova projects, geophysical surveys were completed in the quarter, with targets identified and drilling 
planned for H1 2023. At Lannavaara permitting was completed with drilling and downhole EM planned in 2023. 

Expenditure for Q4 on general exploration activity was $14.3 million and was expensed as incurred.  

 

 

Notes: 1. Carrapateena includes the Fremantle Doctor deposit; 2. West Musgrave includes the Succoth deposit (156Mt @ 0.6% Cu Mineral Resource); 3. Kalkaroo Reserve metrics taken from Havilah 
Resources’ ASX release, “Annual Report to Shareholders” dated 26 October 2021. 

Figure 23: Growth pipeline 
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ASSET TIMELINE*  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

* Indicative timeline assumes required study hurdles and proposed timeframes achieved. 
** See Cassini Resources’ ASX Release entitled “Maiden Succoth Resource Estimate” dated 7 December 2015 and available at www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-cash-market/historical-announcements 
 

   
The MROR information on this timeline is extracted from the company’s previously published MROR statements and are available at: https://www.ozminerals.com/en/investing-in-us/resources-reserves . OZ Minerals 
confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the original market announcements and, in the case of estimates of Mineral Resources or Ore Reserves, 
that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant market announcement continue to apply and have not materially changed. OZ Minerals confirms that the form 
and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified from the original market announcement. All Mineral Resource figures are estimates. 

https://www2.asx.com.au/markets/trade-our-cash-market/historical-announcements
https://www.ozminerals.com/en/investing-in-us/resources-reserves
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Corporate Information 

Webcast 
As is OZ Minerals’ established practice, a presentation associated with this Quarterly Report will be broadcast at 10am (AEDST) 
on the day that the Report is lodged with the ASX. Access to this live broadcast is available to all interested parties via the OZ 
Minerals website (www.ozminerals.com) and is archived on the website shortly thereafter for ongoing public access. The date 
of each Quarterly Report presentation is announced in advance and can be found on the OZ Minerals website.  

While we will endeavour to release the Report on the date provided in advance, we may bring the announcement forward if 
the relevant information is finalised earlier than expected or delay the Report if information is not final. 
 

Issued Share Capital at 27 January 2023 
Ordinary Shares 334,890,502 

Share Price Activity for the December Quarter (Closing Price) 
High $27.98 

Low $24.03 

Last $27.90 (27 January 2023) 

Average daily volume 2.40 million shares 

Share Registry 
Link Market Services Limited 
Tower 4, 727 Collins Street  
Docklands VIC 3008  
Telephone Australia: (+61) 1300 306 089 
Facsimile: +61 (2) 9287 0303 
registrars@linkmarketservices.com.au   

Registered Office 
2 Hamra Drive 
Adelaide Airport, South Australia, 5950, Australia 
Telephone: +61 (8) 8229 6600   
Fax: +61 (8) 8229 6601 

Investor and Media Enquiries 
Investors 
Travis Beinke  
Group Manager – Investor Relations 
Telephone: +61 (8) 8229 6622 
Mobile: +61 (0) 417 768 003 
Email: travis.beinke@ozminerals.com  

Media 
Sharon Lam  
Group Manager – Communications 
Telephone: +61 (8) 8229 6627  
Mobile: +61 (0) 438 544 937  
Email: sharon.lam@ozminerals.com  

 

This announcement is authorised for market release by OZ Minerals’ Managing Director and CEO, Andrew Cole. 

http://www.ozminerals.com/
mailto:registrars@linkmarketservices.com.au
mailto:travis.beinke@ozminerals.com
mailto:sharon.lam@ozminerals.com
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Table 1: Production and Costs – December Quarter 
Q4 2022 PRODUCTION & COSTS   PROMINENT HILL CARRAPATEENA CARAJAS GROUP 

MINED ORE TONNES 1,445,628 1,019,822 193,716 2,659,165 

MINED GRADE 
COPPER (%) 1.23 1.62 1.96 1.43 

GOLD (G/T) 0.69 0.70 0.50 0.68 

ORE MILLED (TONNES) 1,983,936 1,185,800 189,222 3,358,958 

MILLED GRADE 

COPPER (%) 1.01 1.38 1.84 1.19 

GOLD (G/T) 0.60 0.69 0.53 0.63 

SILVER (G/T) 2.46 7.78 -  4.20 

RECOVERY 

COPPER (%) 88 93 95 91 

GOLD (%) 76 85 79 81 

SILVER (%) 74 72 -  73 

COPPER CONCENTRATE PRODUCED TONNES 40,685 42,285 13,226 96,196 

CONCENTRATE GRADE 

COPPER (%) 44 36 25 38 

GOLD (G/T) 23 17 6 18 

SILVER (G/T) 89 157 -  107 

CONTAINED METAL IN CONCENTRATES 
PRODUCED 

COPPER 
(TONNES) 17,731 15,266 3,310 36,307 

GOLD (OZ) 29,730 22,567 2,558 54,856 

SILVER (OZ) 116,545 212,726 -  329,271 

TOTAL CONCENTRATE SOLD (DM TONNES) 37,952 53,030 21,859 112,841 

CONTAINED METAL IN CONCENTRATES 
SOLD 

COPPER 
(TONNES) 16,674 19,833 5,476 41,984 

GOLD (OZ) 39,601 26,648 4,201 70,450 

SILVER (OZ) 113,586 288,351  - 401,937 

COST SUMMARY           

MINING COSTS US Cents/lb 152.2 105.4 108.5 128.6 

SITE PROCESSING COSTS US Cents/lb 66.6 65.0 61.4 65.5 

TC/RC's  US Cents/lb 14.5 15.0 15.0 14.8 

TRANSPORT US Cents/lb 25.1 16.3 28.0 21.6 

OTHER DIRECT CASH COSTS US Cents/lb 21.6 21.4 43.7 23.5 

NET BY - PRODUCT CREDIT US Cents/lb (134.0) (125.6) (57.2) (123.5) 

TOTAL C1 COSTS US Cents/lb 146.0 97.5 199.4 130.5 

ROYALTIES US Cents/lb 24.9 10.8 33.6 19.8 

OTHER INDIRECT COSTS  US Cents/lb 4.7 6.7 14.2 6.4 

TOTAL CASH COSTS US Cents/lb 175.6 115.1 247.1 156.7 

D&A US Cents/lb 28.2 57.1 63.3 43.5 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS US Cents/lb 203.8 172.1 310.5 200.2 

AISC US Cents/lb 210.7 142.8 261.6 186.7 
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Table 2: Production and Costs – 2022 Year to Date 

FY2022 PRODUCTION & COSTS   PROMINENT HILL CARRAPATEENA CARAJAS GROUP 

MINED ORE TONNES 4,267,627 3,695,409 686,068 8,649,103 

MINED GRADE 
COPPER (%) 1.18 1.64 1.68 1.42 

GOLD (G/T) 0.61 0.68 0.45 0.63 

ORE MILLED (TONNES) 8,919,994 4,298,156 746,292 13,964,442 

MILLED GRADE 

COPPER (%) 0.73 1.43 1.62 0.99 

GOLD (G/T) 0.60 0.66 0.47 0.61 

SILVER (G/T) 1.84 8.38 - 3.75 

RECOVERY 

COPPER (%) 85 93 94 90 

GOLD (%) 73 85 77 77 

SILVER (%) 71 78 - 76 

COPPER CONCENTRATE PRODUCED TONNES 131,424 144,387 45,081 320,892 

CONCENTRATE GRADE 

COPPER (%) 42 40 25 39 

GOLD (G/T) 30 17 6 21 

SILVER (G/T) 88 195 - 124 

CONTAINED METAL IN CONCENTRATES 
PRODUCED 

COPPER 
(TONNES) 55,547 57,139 11,378 124,065 

GOLD (OZ) 124,843 77,630 8,674 211,147 

SILVER (OZ) 373,107 901,608 - 1,274,715 

TOTAL CONCENTRATE SOLD (DM TONNES) 110,076 158,153 45,955 314,184 

CONTAINED METAL IN CONCENTRATES 
SOLD 

COPPER 
(TONNES) 46,996 63,789 11,612 122,398 

GOLD (OZ) 115,855 85,527 8,892 210,273 

SILVER (OZ) 326,786 1,010,439 - 1,337,225 

COST SUMMARY           

MINING COSTS US Cents/lb 166.2 120.5 98.0 138.9 

SITE PROCESSING COSTS US Cents/lb 78.0 62.0 69.7 69.9 

TC/RC's  US Cents/lb 14.9 13.8 17.0 14.6 

TRANSPORT US Cents/lb 33.6 20.9 23.7 26.9 

OTHER DIRECT CASH COSTS US Cents/lb 25.0 24.4 49.8 27.0 

NET BY - PRODUCT CREDIT US Cents/lb (188.6) (124.2) (61.2) (147.3) 

TOTAL C1 COSTS US Cents/lb 129.1 117.4 197.1 130.0 

ROYALTIES US Cents/lb 29.4 12.4 34.5 22.0 

OTHER INDIRECT COSTS  US Cents/lb 6.5 7.6 12.6 7.5 

TOTAL CASH COSTS US Cents/lb 165.0 137.4 244.2 159.5 

D&A US Cents/lb 32.0 49.7 63.1 43.0 

TOTAL PRODUCTION COSTS US Cents/lb 196.9 187.1 307.3 202.5 

AISC US Cents/lb 204.0 158.1 279.5 189.7 
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Table 3: Guidance  

 
1 Average AUD/USD exchange of 0.72 has been used in converting A$ costs to US$ and assumed gold price of US$1,750/oz for C1 and AISC guidance. 
2 Australian dollar denominated costs benefit by ~US3.5c per US1c reduction in the AUD/USD exchange rate. 
3 Reflects anticipated expenditure on Board approved studies to their next milestone. It is expected ~70% of expenditure will be expensed in the current 

year. Should the Board approve a project to proceed to a further milestone, additional funds will be incurred and guidance will be updated as required.  
Guidance Commentary 

Group All-in Sustaining Costs are expected to remain elevated compared to 2022 primarily driven by the full year effect of 
cost inflation, a weaker US Dollar assumption, higher electricity cost assumptions at our Australian assets which have 
recently come off longer-term contracts and are now operating under a market rate supply and subject to potential 
electricity price volatility, and increased underground volumes at Prominent Hill. Production rates are expected to ramp up 
over the course of the year. 

Prominent Hill’s lower production is primarily due to the processing of lower grade stockpiled material and lower stockpile 
volumes to be processed to maximise value rather than tonnes. With stockpiles being processed at a lower rate they are 
now expected to be largely depleted in 2025 (previously 2024).  A higher level of underground production will add to costs 
until shaft commissioning.      

Carrapateena production increase reflects higher mining rates. 

Carajás production increase reflects a full year of production at Pedra Branca compared to a ramp up period during 2022. 

West Musgrave growth capital to be spent during 2023 as part of the total project $1.7 billion capital budget. 

Project Studies spend supports progress of next stage of study for growth options across the portfolio. 

Growth Capital reflects investment in developing our strong growth pipeline. 

GUIDANCE 
2023 

PROMINENT 
HILL CARRAPATEENA CARAJÁS WEST 

MUSGRAVE TOTAL 

 Copper Production (tonnes) 46,000-56,000  61,000-71,000 13,000-16,000  120,000-143,000 

 Gold Production (ounces) 105,000-
115,000 75,000-85,000  11,000-13,000   191,000-213,000 

 Underground Ore Movement (Mt) 4.5-5.0 4.2-4.6  0.7-0.9     

 Sustaining Capital Expenditure (A$M)          
-       Mine Development 10-15  18-23  8-10   36-48  
-       Site   36-46 18-23 2-4  56-73  

Growth Capital Expenditure (A$M)          
-       Mine Development 80-90 48-58 13-18  141-166  
-       Other 

  
220-240  205-230  25-30  575-675 1,025-1,175 

 AISC (US c/lb)1 240-260 140-160  205-230  187-207  

 C1 Costs (US c/lb)1 170-1852 105-1202  140-160  133-153 

 Exploration (A$M)        20-30 

 Project studies to next stage gate (A$M)        90-1003 
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Table 4: Carrapateena Guidance to 2025 

Investing capital to maximise Sub Level Cave and accelerate Block Cave expansion. 
 
The previously released Block Cave Expansion Pre-Feasibility Study demonstrated the conversion of the lower portion of the 
current sub level cave to a series of block caves that: 

• Enables a significant value uplift 
• Significantly increases reserve and mine life 
• Unlocks Carrapateena’s potential to be a multi-generational, lowest quartile cash cost producing province 
• Increases production to 12Mtpa and average copper production to ~110-120ktpa with gold production increasing 

to ~110-120koz5  
• Creates a multigenerational opportunity considering its scale, production, mine life, cost base and jurisdiction 

 

 

Guidance Commentary: 

The Sub Level Cave and the Block Cave Expansion 2023-2025 capital spend provided in the 3-year guidance table in January 
2023 totals $1.03 billion. The updated capital comprises: 

• $670 million for block cave works over the 2023-2025 period (part of the estimated $1.25 billion project capital 
identified in the Block Cave Expansion Pre-Feasibility Study of June 2020. ~$40 million spent in each of 2021 and 
2022, with the balance to be spent post 2025).  

• Projects and Mine Development capital has been lowered over the period due to both deferral of lower priority spend 
and cost reduction choices. Capital for both the mine and processing plant continue to support the increase in SLC 
production rates along with optionality to maximise SLC production and accelerate ramp up towards the Block Cave 
production rate of 12Mtpa.  

C1 costs reflect the increased operating costs of the current inflationary environment. Unit costs are expected to reduce over 
2024 and 2025 post commissioning of crusher 2.  

 

 

 
5 These production targets must be read in conjunction with the production targets cautionary statement on page 28 

 Metric 
Guidance  

2023-2025 
(3 years) 

Previous Guidance 
2022-2025 
(4 years) 

 Average Annual Copper Production2 tonnes  70,000  68,000  

 Average Annual Gold Production 2 ounces   100,000   90,000  

 Total Capital Expenditure for guidance period 
- Block cave expansion 
- Projects & Mine Development 

 
A$M 

 
670 
360 

 
710 
900 

  Average C1 Costs US c/lb 100 75  

  Average AISC US c/lb 130 105  
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Table 5: 2022 Depreciation and Ore inventory expectations (for reference as previously 
guided)  

OZ Minerals Depreciation  
2022 
($M) 

Depreciation of PPE  (190-210)  

Depreciation of AASB16 Leases  (75-85) 

Depreciation in inventory drawdown  (50-70) 

Net depreciation in the income statement  (315-365) 

 
Ore stockpile costs of $135-155 million (mining costs ~$85 million and capitalised depreciation ~$50-$70 million) will be 
recognised in the income statement during 2022 
 

OZ Minerals Ore inventory adjustments   
2022 
($M) 

Open Cut inventory drawdown *  (135-155) 

* Includes (50-70m) capitalised depreciation 
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Table 6: Cash costs reconciliation to operating costs and other costs in the Income 
Statement  

Cash costs to Costs in Income statement Metric YTD Comments 

Total cash costs  US c/lb 159.5 
Per Table 2:  Production & Costs – 2022 Year to 
Date 

Items in cash costs classified within Net revenue       

By-product credits  US c/lb 147.3 

Net revenue from by-products is recognised as 
net revenue from customers and does not form 
part of costs in the Income Statement  

TCRCs  US c/lb (14.6) 

Treatment charges, refining costs and other 
commercial costs are deductions from revenue 
and do not form part of costs in the Income 
Statement  

Cash costs (excluding By-product credits and TCRCs)   A$m 1,115.8   

Cash costs to Operating costs adjustments    

AASB16 Lease adjustment A$m (113.8) 

Cash payments to contractors where there is an 
attributable equipment right are included in C1 
costs but reclassified to lease amortisation and 
interest costs under AASB16 

Inventory drawdown - ore A$m 62.2 

Historically incurred cash costs related to 
stockpiled material are not included in current 
period C1 costs but are recognised within the 
Income Statement 

Capitalised depreciation - ore A$m 49.1 Depreciation of PP&E included in value of 
consumed stockpiled ore  

Inventory movements – concentrate A$m (43.5) Timing adjustment 

Exploration and Corporate development A$m 141.9 

Exploration, evaluation, M&A, Corporate 
development expenses which are not capable of 
being capitalised are included in the Income 
Statement   
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Forward Looking Statements  
This report has been prepared by OZ Minerals. It should be read together with the company’s other announcements lodged with the Australian Securities Exchange, 
which are available at www.asx.com.au.  

While OZ Minerals has prepared this report based on its current knowledge and in good faith, there are risks and uncertainties involved with any forward-looking 
projections and statements. There could be significant differences between the information provided in this report and actual outcomes. This report contains 
information that is based on projected and/or estimated expectations, assumptions or outcomes.  Forward looking statements are subject to a range of risk factors. 
OZ Minerals cautions against reliance on any forward-looking statements (including guidance) in this report particularly in light of the current economic climate and 
significant volatility, uncertainty and disruption arising in connection with COVID-19, levels of demand and market prices, the ability to produce and transport products 
profitably, the impact of foreign currency exchange rates on market prices and operating costs, operational problems, political uncertainty, availability of carbon offset 
and/or renewable energy certificates , the actions of competitors, and activities by governmental authorities such as changes in taxation or regulation. 

These forward looking statements (including guidance) are based on information available as at the date of this release and are not guarantees or predictions of future 
performance and involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors, many of which are beyond our control and which may cause actual results to differ 
materially from those expressed in the statements contained in this report. 

OZ Minerals is not undertaking to update any forward-looking statement to reflect events, conditions or circumstances after the date of this report although OZ 
Minerals will of course comply with its disclosure obligations under the applicable law and ASX listing rules. 
 
Production Targets Cautionary Statement 
Each of the Production Targets referred to in this presentation were initially reported in the following market announcements: 

/ Carrapateena ASX announcement headed “Carrapateena Expansion creates significant value uplift and unlocks long-life mining province” dated 23 June 2020 
/ Prominent Hill ASX announcement headed  "Green Light for Prominent Hill Wira Shaft Mine Expansion"  dated 18 August 2021 
/ West Musgrave ASX announcement headed  "Green light for West Musgrave Project" dated 23 September 2022  
/ Carajás East ASX announcement headed “Carajás Hub strategy gains pace” dated 28 November 2019 
/ CentroGold  ASX announcement headed “Gurupi province potential strengthened on CentroGold Pre-Feasibility Study” dated 11 July 2019 

 
OZ Minerals confirms that all the material assumptions underpinning each of the Production Targets cited in the initial announcement listed above continue to apply and have 
not materially changed. 
The Cu equivalent Production Targets referred to in this presentation are based on the applicable Cu and Au Production Targets referred to in the market announcements cited 
above. 
Resource and Reserves 
The Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves in this presentation is extracted from the following documents and available at https://www.ozminerals.com/en/investing-in-us/resources-
reserves 

/ Carrapateena: Carrapateena 2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves Statement and Explanatory Notes as at 30 June 2022 released on 21 December 2022 
/ Prominent Hill: Prominent Hill 2022 Mineral Resources and Ore Reserves Statement and Explanatory Notes as at 30 June 2022 released on 21 December 2022 
/ West Musgrave: West Musgrave Project Nebo-Babel Deposits 2022 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserve Statement and Explanatory notes as at 23 September 2022 

released on 23 September 2022 
/ Pedra Branca: Pedra Branca 2022 Mineral Resource and Ore Reserves Statement and Explanatory Notes as at 30 June 2022, released 21 December 2022 
/ CentroGold : CentroGold Project Combined 'Blanket' and 'Contact' Mineral Resource as at 06 May 2019 and Ore Reserve as at 24 June 2019 Statement and Explanatory 

Notes, released 11 July 2019 
/ Santa Lucia: Santa Lucia Mineral Resource Statement and Explanatory Notes as at 1 July 2021, released 24 September 2021 

OZ Minerals confirms that it is not aware of any new information or data that materially affects the information included in the original market announcement and, in the case of 
estimates of Mineral Resources, that all material assumptions and technical parameters underpinning the estimates in the relevant market announcement continue to apply and 
have not materially changed. OZ Minerals confirms that the form and context in which the Competent Person’s findings are presented have not been materially modified from the 
original market announcement. 
 

http://www.asx.com.au/
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20200623/pdf/44jvth5gyz3m26.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20200623/pdf/44jvth5gyz3m26.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20210818/pdf/44zdzjsf8gcxmm.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20210818/pdf/44zdzjsf8gcxmm.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20210818/pdf/44zdzjsf8gcxmm.pdf
https://www.ozminerals.com/ArticleDocuments/435/2441127.pdf.aspx?Embed=Y
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20191128/pdf/44c1gdfmpqhb1d.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20191128/pdf/44c1gdfmpqhb1d.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20190711/pdf/446jtgw9s4ph4c.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20190711/pdf/446jtgw9s4ph4c.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20190711/pdf/446jtgw9s4ph4c.pdf
https://www.asx.com.au/asxpdf/20190711/pdf/446jtgw9s4ph4c.pdf
https://www.ozminerals.com/en/investing-in-us/resources-reserves
https://www.ozminerals.com/en/investing-in-us/resources-reserves
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